Gabb Phone 3 Pro is the flexible teen phone that empowers safer connections at every stage, and adapts to the ever-changing needs of older kids and teens. Now parents can give their teen safe next steps into the digital world they’ll soon need to master. No social media. No internet browser. Just the tools they need now.

The apps they need. Controlled by you.

**Gabb Essential apps**
Gabb Phone 3 Pro comes preloaded with essential apps like Gabb Guard and Gabb Messenger, which protect kids and teens through smart filtering that helps eliminate spam calls, risky links, and explicit content from getting to the device in the first place.

**Gabb-reviewed, Parent-enabled apps**
In addition to essential apps from Gabb, parents can add apps that can be helpful or necessary at certain stages of teens’ lives to their kid’s Gabb Phone 3 Pro. This category of apps has been reviewed by Gabb, and can only be added to a teen’s phone by enabling them through the Gabb parent portal. Social media and other high-risk apps will never be available on Gabb devices.

**Gabb OS**
Gabb Operating System for Phones was built to provide a safe tech environment for kids and teens on Gabb devices. It is designed to shield kids from internet browsers and other dangerous apps, while having the flexibility to allow for more access as they demonstrate readiness and their lives demand it.
Gabb Messenger™

Safe Texting
Get peace of mind, and an extra layer of protection for your child with Gabb Messenger—the first-of-its kind safe messaging app that can identify content that is considered potentially harmful to kids and flag it for the parent to review before their child ever sees it.

gabbMusic.

Stream hits. Not explicits.™
Gabb Phone 3 Pro plans include Gabb Music, a first-of-its-kind music streaming app that offers clean hits, classics, and new releases from top artists in all genres and eras. With Gabb Music+ (coming soon), teens can create their own playlists, search our vast library by song or artist, and stream music on the go.

Safe from the Start
Gabb Music doesn’t bleep out explicit lyrics. In fact, the explicit songs never make it to Gabb Music to begin with. We pull from millions of songs to curate library of clean music, making it easy listening for kids and your whole family. It’s music you can play in the minivan.

Learn more at gabb.com/gabb-music

Phone Hardware
Safety is always our top priority but Gabb Phone 3 Pro was also built to impress. Who said safety can’t turn heads?

- Quad Core camera with wide (50MP), ultrawide (5MP), macro (2MP), depth (2MP), and selfie (8MP) lenses
- 6.6-inch2 Infinity-V Display
- Ultra-durable Gorilla Glass 5 display
- Crisp 1080p@30fps video capture
- Bluetooth connection, loudspeaker, and 3.5mm headphone jack
- Lightning fast Octa-Core 4x2.0 GHz Cortex-A55 & 4x2.0 GHz Cortex-A53 processor
- Long lasting Li-po 5000mAh battery with Fast Charging
- 32GB of internal storage
- Gabb OS™
- 3GB RAM, 32GB ROM
- Side-mounted fingerprint sensor

Discover more at gabb.com